x	PREFACE
I have attempted, then, to give a systematic and documented
introduction to the evidence on this important subject, a subject
which to the best of my knowledge has not been so treated hitherto.
If however there has not previously existed such a general
introductory survey of prc-Ecnaissancc Greek society, there has
been no lack of learned and encyclopedic studies of part-s of
our subject; indeed without the work of many recently dead
or still living scholars, especially their work in collecting and
arranging the scattered evidence, this book could not have been
written, at least by its present author. Among the great works
of the last forty years which hare been extensively quarried
for our present purpose, debts must be acknowledged Jirstt
on Greek religion and magic, to The Golden Bough ; to Dr,
L, R. Farnell's Cults of the Greek States; and to Miss
Harrison's Themis and Prolegomena to Greek Religion.
Without necessarily accepting all of Af i>.« Harrison's views,
every student must needs acknowledge that she drew attention
to real dements in Greek rcligi&n which had previously been
neglected, $0 too* on early Greek customary law, my debt is
obvioust even though I have at times criticized his vtntw, to
M. Glote* Solidarity dti la famiHe en Gri'Ct"; ami further to
two famous older books, Maine's Andent Law and Fmtel de
Coulanges* !La cite? antique. With thest f cannot fail to name
one more recent work, Vroftmor JL J, Hf>$t?& Primitive Culture
in Greece, a short bookt which for combined learning* lightness t
and sanity of judgment, can rartiy huve been. equalled in
anthropological writing* These y«#<*« &rt> inM&d to it as much
as to any single book. Our purpose differs to tMs Gttent, that
while Professor Boss sets out to diacww thwe xun'ival* of a
pre»mti&nat culture that amw$ and intrigue thg reader qf
dassic&l Greek literature, tks object ttf this !>##&* a$ qfbr&a&Ht
is to give an mc&unt of the pre~rationa! mid pre-c!as$wal culture,
as it was in its mm dmj. Bid #faee the publication of Primitive
Culture m Greece it is at least no tmgw mmmr$ for m$f
writer to spend time discuwng the dfaged Grtek £vid«m$ for
moMurchyt tetevnwn, and marriage % capture.
On the gmeral theory of the we and /dfl of dvilimtims,
discwssd in my first chapter dpr&pm &f th& Mimm collapse*

